Modernize your legacy Windows workloads
with Amazon Web Services (AWS)
Migrate unsupported 32-bit Windows Server operating systems now and begin
modernizing in an agile, scalable, and secure AWS Cloud

Why organizations are moving mission-critical workloads to the cloud
For a long time, technical decision makers have avoided moving mission-critical workloads, such as Microsoft applications, out of their
on-premises data centers. However, as more and more enterprises successfully run enterprise applications on the cloud—reducing
costs, increasing agility, and spending less time on non-strategic IT initiatives in the process—organizations are realizing that running
their own mission-critical applications on the cloud isn’t merely feasible—it’s necessary. If you want to maintain and strengthen
competitive advantage and deliver superior value for your customers, the constraints of legacy technology are a significant hindrance.

Microsoft Windows Migration Service
Aritex IT consulting can convert your Windows workloads to a 64 bit Windows operating environment to take full advantage of
the flexibility and scalability in the AWS cloud. We work closely with you to understand and deliver to your unique mission critical
requirements for security, compliance, high availability and disaster recovery. Whether considering a hybrid or full scale cloud
deployment put Aritex IT consulting experience and knowledge to work. We offer complete solutions, custom engineering services and
support for our clients.
Aritex IT Delivery Methodology:
1. Discovery Workshop 2. Proof of Concept 3. End-to-End Solution Delivery 4. Knowledge Transfer 5. Value Optimization

Why migrate your legacy Windows workloads to AWS?

IMPROVE SECURITY
AWS has more than 50 security
certifications and
over 10 years of experience,
supporting Windows
workloads in the cloud.

SUPPORTS MIGRATION
OF LEGACY WINDOWS
WORKLOADS
AWS supports migration of both
Windows Server 2003
32-bit and Windows Server 2008
32-bit operating systems

LIFT AND SHIFT NOW
AWS allows you to lift & shift your
32-bit operating systems to the
cloud quickly enabling you to take
advantage of cost savings to fund
your modernization efforts.

HYBRID CLOUD
APPROACH
You can use AWS as a natural
extension of your data
center with a hybrid cloud strategy
without requiring new
investments in on-premises
hardware or software.

Benefits of a Modern Windows Cloud Infrastructure
Build in Business Agility

Leverage the latest in technologies and on demand infrastructure from AWS that puts innovation at your finger tips.

Improve Customer Experience

Deliver the experience your customers expect in terms of responsiveness, performance, availability and security.

Enhance Your Reputation

Be the company that continually meets the changing needs of your customers. Focus on innovation and let Aritex IT and AWS manage the rest.

Ensure Compliance

Aritex IT consulting and the AWS platform address the latest laws, policies, and regulations to meet your compliance needs.

Aritex IT Advantage
Aritex IT approaches the modernization of your Windows environment with an emphasis on the needs of your business. We design cloud solutions
that are as adaptive as your business, meet the needs of end users and are optimized for efficiency.
Aritex IT is a certified Amazon Web Services professional and managed services provider. Led by business analysts and backed by more than 500
seasoned engineers and data scientists. We are application and data specialists with an ardent focus on Cloud Migrations, Dev Ops, Big Data &
Analytics, Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence.
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Additional Resources & Info:
https://aws.amazon.com/windows/
https://aws.amazon.com/windows/faq/
https://aws.amazon.com/windows/getting-started/
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